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Safe Harbor Statement
This presentation contains forward-looking statements regarding our future business expectations, which are subject to the safe harbor provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995.
Forward-looking statements are generally written in the future tense and/or are preceded by words such as “will”, “may”, “should”, “forecast”, “could”, “expect”, “suggest”, “believe”, “anticipate”, “intend”,
“plan”, “future”, “potential”, “target”, “seek”, “continue”, “if” or other similar words. These forward-looking statements are only predictions and may differ materially from actual results due to a variety of
factors, including: delays in the market acceptance of the Company's new products; the ability to convert design opportunities into customer revenue; our ability to replace revenue from end-of-life
products; the level and timing of customer design activity; the market acceptance of our customers' products; the risk that new orders may not result in future revenue; our ability to introduce and
produce new products based on advanced wafer technology on a timely basis; our ability to adequately market the low power, competitive pricing and short time-to-market of our new products; intense
competition, including the introduction of new products by competitors; our ability to capitalize on synergies with our new acquire subsidiary, SensiML Corporation; our ability to hire and retain qualified
personnel; changes in product demand or supply; capacity constraints; political events, international trade disputes, war, terrorism, natural disasters, public health issues, including the COVID-19
pandemic, and other business interruptions that could disrupt supply or delivery of, or demand for, the Company’s products; changes in tax rates and exposure to additional tax liabilities; and general
economic conditions. These and other potential factors and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ from the results predicted are described in more detail in the Company's public reports
filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the "SEC"), including the risks discussed in the "Risk Factors" section in the Company's Annual Reports on Form 10-K, Quarterly Reports on
Form 10-Q and in the Company's prior press releases, which are available on the Company's Investor Relations website at http://ir.quicklogic.com/ and on the SEC website at www.sec.gov. QuickLogic
expressly disclaims any obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements found herein to reflect any changes in Company expectations or results or any change in events.
Non-GAAP Financial Measures
QuickLogic reports financial information in accordance with United States Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, or U.S. GAAP, but believes that non-GAAP financial measures are helpful in
evaluating its operating results and comparing its performance to comparable companies. Accordingly, the Company excludes charges related to stock-based compensation, restructuring, the effect of
the write-off of long-lived assets and the tax effect on other comprehensive income in calculating non-GAAP (i) income (loss) from operations, (ii) net income (loss), (iii) net income (loss) per share, and
(iv) gross margin percentage. The Company provides this non-GAAP information to enable investors to evaluate its operating results in a manner similar to how the Company analyzes its operating
results and to provide consistency and comparability with similar companies in the Company’s industry.
Management uses the non-GAAP measures, which exclude gains, losses and other charges that are considered by management to be outside of the Company’s core operating results, internally to
evaluate its operating performance against results in prior periods and its operating plans and forecasts. In addition, the non-GAAP measures are used to plan for the Company’s future periods, and
serve as a basis for the allocation of the Company's resources, management of operations and the measurement of profit-dependent cash and equity compensation paid to employees and executive
officers.
Investors should note, however, that the non-GAAP financial measures used by QuickLogic may not be the same non-GAAP financial measures, and may not be calculated in the same manner, as that
of other companies. QuickLogic does not itself, nor does it suggest that investors should, consider such non-GAAP financial measures alone or as a substitute for financial information prepared in
accordance with U.S. GAAP. A reconciliation of U.S. GAAP financial measures to non-GAAP financial measures is included in the financial statements portion of this press release. Investors are
encouraged to review the related U.S. GAAP financial measures and the reconciliation of non-GAAP financial measures with their most directly comparable U.S. GAAP financial measures.
QuickLogic uses its website, the company blog, corporate Twitter account, Facebook page, and LinkedIn page as channels of distribution of information about its products, its planned financial and other
announcements, its attendance at upcoming investor and industry conferences, and other matters. Such information may be deemed material information, and QuickLogic may use these channels to
comply with its disclosure obligations under Regulation FD.
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QuickLogic at a Glance
Snapshot

Business Highlights
§

QuickLogic is a platform company that enables our customers to quickly and
easily create intelligent ultra-low power endpoints to build a smarter, more
connected world

§

We develop ultra-low power, multi-core semiconductor platforms and hardwareand software-based IP for AI, voice and sensor processing applications

§

We leverage our fabless model to provide a unique combination of silicon
platforms, IP cores, HW, SW, and AI SaaS solutions to our customers

2023 Target Markets

End-to-End Solutions
§

Founded: 1989, public since 1999

§

Ticker: QUIK (NASDAQ)

§

Headquarters: San Jose, CA

§

Patents: 21 U.S. (plus 3 pending)
Patents: 11 international (plus 5 pending)
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(1) Per Company estimates, as displayed on pages 13-17.

$1 Billion+(1) Served Addressable
Market (SAM) Across:
§
§
§
§
§
§

Hearables and wearables
Consumer and industrial IoT
Smartphones and tablets
Consumer electronics
AI-enabled devices
Aerospace and defense devices
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Investment Highlights
ML / AI Growth Story
with End-to-End
Solution

§
§
§

Democratizing power of Machine Learning (ML) / end-to-end solution for Edge Artificial Intelligence (AI) market
End-to-end hardware (HW) / software (SW) solution for Internet of Things (IoT) and AI
Large high-volume markets – wearables, hearables, smartphones, consumer electronics, industrial and IoT

Google
Collaboration
Announced
June 16, 2020

§
§
§

Broadens access to Company’s FPGA technology and eFPGA IP
QORC initiative provides a fully open source suite of development tools for Company’s FPGA and eFPGA technologies
Initial support for EOS S3 MCU and future support for QuickAI, FPGAs, and eFPGA IP

Growing SaaS and
Licensing Model

§
§
§

SensiML acquisition expands revenue mix to include more SaaS and IP licensing sales
New opportunity to monetize SensiML AI software platform to help fight COVID-19 through consortium
Full-Stack Solution – Cross leverage SensiML’s SW, QuickLogic’s QuickAI platforms and eFPGA IP

Streamlined
Organization/Strong
Balance Sheet

§
§
§

Restructuring and other cost reduction measures to generate about ~$4 million in annualized savings from FY 2019 levels
Future expansion into new markets and applications for our SoC will leverage our numerous voice software partners
Completed oversubscribed stock offering, raising ~$8.1 million

Top Tier Customers
and Ecosystem
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QuickLogic / Google Collaboration
Jointly Developed in Collaboration

Complete Ecosystem

Open Source Tools Leveraging Our
Core Technology
High-Level Software
Speech Recognition,
Image Recognition, Data
Analytics

Revenue Opportunity
System Software
Open Source Embedded SW
SoC
Processor cores and peripherals
Programmable HW IP
Neural Networks, eFPGA with
Open Source Tools
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P

Dramatically lowers barrier to adopt
technology, resulting in much broader
customer base

P

Expands potential user base for both
hardware, software and licensing by 10X(1)

P

2020 development kit and eFPGA IP revenue
driving 2021 EOS S3 revenue

(1) Based on careerexplorer.com estimations of number of engineers by discipline in the
US between 2016 and 2026
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SensiML: Consortium to Tackle COVID-19 Pandemic
Consortium

Application Details(1)
§ Screening application / device using cough sounds and
temperature to predict high likelihood positive clinical test cases

Consortium Leveraging Our
Core Technology

§ Use cases: screening at public venues, safe re-opening of
workplaces, healthcare test access

Revenue Opportunity

Copyright © 2020 QuickLogic, Inc. All rights reserved.

(1) SkyWater Technologies and SensiML press releases.

P

Potential FY 2020 SensiML SaaS

P

Potential FY 2020 SensiML royalties from
application usage
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Recent Business Highlights
Customer Win

Design Wins
4th phone shipping now

Significant
Increase

Hearable Designs

2020: Two additional platforms

2H 2020: Wireless earbuds for
whitebox ODMs

Targeting Amazon AVS certification

in S3
SoC Design

Deploy next-gen wireless earbuds
with OEMs and ODMs

Long-Term Opportunity

Consumer Electronics

Win Pipeline

Always-on voice enabled TV remote
controls

2H 2020: Launch

Integrated Alarm System and IoT
reference design
Consumer IoT

2H 2020 and beyond
Transformative IoT collaboration
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Near-Term Strategic Milestones
eFPGA IP
eFPGA IP &
QuickAI
Initiatives

§ Signed new eFPGA license for radiation
hardened applications
§ Leveraging open source software initiative
developed with Goooooo and

QuickAI

§ Continue to activate HDK + SensiML software

§ Increased SaaS users from 3 (Q1 2019) to several dozen (Q2 2020)

SensiML
Expansion

§ Added NXP

as MCU Partner and Expanded MCU Partnership with

§ Invited to consortium of technology companies to tackle COVID-19
§ SensiML customer base expanding as companies explore AI integration

Path to
Profitability(1)(2)

§ Revenue expected rebound from COVID related revenue pushouts beginning in Q4 2020
§ Increasing percentage of SaaS and eFPGA IP sales to drive margins
§ Improved margins and lower operating costs leading to operating income breakeven by end of 1H
FY 2021
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(1) Please refer to Appendix for Non-GAAP to GAAP reconciliation.
(2) Based on Company projections, as announced on August 5, 2020 earnings call.
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Transformed Model: End-to-End HW/SW Platform Company
Doubled SAM Since 2017 to $1B+(1) Through Strategic Initiatives and Acquisitions

2017
Launched VoiceProcessing Solution

2018
Launched Edge/Endpoint
AI Initiative

2020

2019
Acquired SensiML AI
SW Platform

Growing Partnerships
with Global Leaders

Ramping New Product Revenue – Driving Toward Improved Financial Performance in FY 2021(2)(3)
§

Revenue and gross margin to increase beginning to in Q4 2020

§

Google collaboration significantly expands target customer base and revenue

§

Numerous design wins in new products and software, IP and SaaS revenue leading to expanded gross margins

§

New COVID-19 application driving SensiML technology adoption in 2H FY2020
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(1) Per Company estimates.
(2) Based on Company projections, as announced August 5, 2020 earnings call and internal projections.
(3) Please refer to Appendix for Non-GAAP to GAAP reconciliation.
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QuickLogic + SensiML
Open Source Platform Model Enables Access to 10X the User Base(1)
High-Level Software
Speech Recognition,
Image Recognition, Data
Analytics
System Software
Open Source Embedded SW

SoC
Processor cores and peripherals
Programmable HW IP
Neural Networks, eFPGA with
Open Source Tools

COVID-19 Application
Screening application / device
using cough sounds and NFC
temperature to predict high
likelihood positive clinical test
cases

Cross leverage QuickLogic’s QuickAI platform
and eFPGA IP with SensiML’s software platform

Copyright © 2020 QuickLogic, Inc. All rights reserved.

Subscription Model – “Stickier” recurring
revenues and higher margins

(1) Based on careerexplorer.com estimations of number of engineers by discipline in the
US between 2016 and 2026
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Product Lines
Core Technologies / Products

End Markets

Customers & Partners

Mobile & Consumer IoT

Industrial IoT

Aerospace & Defense

Copyright © 2020 QuickLogic, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Consumer / Mobile – Voice-Enabled Products
TAM

SAM

(units in billions)

($ in millions)

~$400M SAM Created via Cross-Sell
Opportunities Associated with End-toEnd Offering

2.9
2.1

2.5

2.7

2019

2023

Mobile

Consumer IoT

Problem
§

Integrating always-on voice at very low power with additional
sensors for user experience

Solution
§
§
§

Copyright © 2020 QuickLogic, Inc. All rights reserved.

Source: ABI Research; Company Estimates.

EOS S3 Platform for Sensor & Voice Processing
Optional SensiML AI toolkit for development of unique sensor
algorithms
Google Open Source Initiative to significantly expand customer
base and market reach
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Industrial IoT – Predictive Maintenance & Structural Health
SAM

(units in billions)

($ in millions)

~$650M SAM Created via Cross-Sell
Opportunities Associated with End-toEnd Offering and Richer Revenue Mix
Driving Higher Gross Margins

21

%

CA

GR

TAM

3.6

1.4

2019

2023

Problem

§
§

No “one size fits all” solution
Cost and power required to send data to cloud

Solution

§
§
§
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Source: ABI Research; Company Estimates.

SensiML toolkit for data collection, segmenting, labeling, ML and
AI model creation
EOS S3 AI Platform for Low Power Sensor Processing
Google Open Source Initiative to significantly expand customer
base and market reach
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SensiML AI Software Platform
TAM

SAM

(units in billions)

($ in millions)

“I saw a live demo of
SensiML last week, and
was very impressed.
Open Source
Initiative with
Google expected
to open up new
markets for
SensiML

3.6

Capturing and labeling
data for ML is so hard
right now, especially for
embedded applications
and this solution looks
like a great step forward.”

1.4
2.7

$250

2.5

2.9

2.1
0.3
2019

0.4
2023

Automotive

Consumer IoT

Mobile

Industrial IoT

Pete Warden,
Lead of the TensorFlow,
Mobile / Embedded team at Google

2023

Problem
§
§

Lack of understanding of the entire IoT stack
requirements in the marketplace
Requirement for an end-to-end solution that
facilitates adoption without the need for data science

Copyright © 2020 QuickLogic, Inc. All rights reserved.

Solution
§

SensiML is an end-to-end software toolkit for
automating the entire pipeline for capturing, labeling,
analyzing, auto-generating code for a variety of ML
algorithms on resource constrained microcontrollers

Source: ABI Research; Deloitte Research; Company Estimates; Pete Warden’s Twitter
(@petewarden, March 26, 2019, 1:16 PM PT).
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eFPGA: Licensing Model Brings New High Margin Business
TAM

Customer Benefits of eFPGA

($ in billions)

§ Improves design cycle times and reduces total cost of
ownership
§ Creates high gross margin manufacturing license revenue
streams
$6.5
$4.9

§ Delivers flexibility and reduced R&D costs for SoC vendors
§ Open Source Initiative with Google expands customer
base as it brings hardware and software engineers to open
source platform

2018

2024

Problem
§
§

Significant cost/time-to-market of modifying
SoC/ASICs
Power constraints to running AI in software on CPU/MCU

Solution
§
§

Copyright © 2020 QuickLogic, Inc. All rights reserved.

Source: Markets&Markets; Company Estimates.

Adding re-programmable embedded FPGA technology to
SoC/ASICs to accelerate AI functionality in more power
efficient way
Open Source Initiative with Google expected to expand
customer base for eFPGA IP
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Launch of Open Reconfigurable Computing
TAM

Customer Benefits of Open Source

($ in billions)

§ Designed with the software engineer in mind
§ Flexibility, community support and longevity
§ Leverages significant large companies’ and community R&D
$ 8.6
Jointly Developed in Collaboration

$ 5.9

2020

2025

Problem
§
§

“Walled Garden” approach of Programmable Logic vendors
constrains potential user base to existing hardware engineers
In the “Post-Moore” era of semiconductors, hardware needs to
become more like software

Copyright © 2020 QuickLogic, Inc. All rights reserved.

Source: Markets&Markets; Company Estimates.

Solution
§

Collaboration with Google and Antmicro embraces and actively
supports a 100% open source toolchain that enables all designers –
both hardware and software – to use programmable logic
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Financial Overview

Transforming Financial Model
Non-GAAP Gross Margin(1)(2)

eFPGA
IP Licensing
Initiative

Future Gross Margin Expansion

Acquisition

QuickAI
Initiative

58%

1

COVID related slowdown muting near-term
gross margin expansion

2

Growth in mature high-margin product and
SaaS revenues. Licensing opportunities with
eFPGA

3

Reduced COGS through restructuring and
streamlined overhead

4

Open Source Initiative with Google provides
new customer base and revenue opportunity
with minimal sales and marketing and R&D

High 50%
Range

51%

46%
35%

2016

2017A

2018A

Copyright © 2020 QuickLogic, Inc. All rights reserved.

2019A

(2)

2020
Projection

(1) Please refer to Appendix for Non-GAAP to GAAP reconciliation.
(2) Based on Company internal projections.
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Financial Summary
Revenue and Non-GAAP Gross Margin(1)(2)
$14.0
$12.0

$11.4

$12.2

58%
51%

$10.0
$8.0

70%

$12.6

High 50% Range

$10.3

~10M

46%

60%
50%
40%

35%

$6.0

30%

$4.0

20%

$2.0

10%

$0.0

0%
2016A

2017A

2018A
Revenue

Copyright © 2020 QuickLogic, Inc. All rights reserved.

2019A

2020E

Gross Margin

(1) Please refer to Appendix for Non-GAAP to GAAP reconciliation.
(2) Based on Company internal projections.
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Operating Model Update
Impact of
Collaborations

COVID-19
Effects(1)

Lowering OpEx

§ New revenue opportunities through Open Source Initiative with Google
§ Significantly expanded SAM and user base
§ Opportunity to monetize SensiML AI software platform to help fight COVID-19 pandemic through
consortium

§ Deemed essential business, work-from-home policy for majority of company
§ Disruptions / delays in supply chains and order pushouts / delays
§ Likely 30% full year 2020 revenue impact from February projections

§ January 2020 announced restructuring to lower annual operating expenses prior to COVID impact
§ Reduction in Operating Expenses by ~30% from Q2’2019
§ On pace to generate $4 million of annualized savings

Copyright © 2020 QuickLogic, Inc. All rights reserved.

(1) Based on Company projections, as announced on August 5, 2020 earnings call.
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Balance Sheet and Capitalization Summary
Balance Sheet Summary as of June 28, 2020

Capitalization as of June 28, 2020

($ in thousands)

Common Stock Outstanding

Assets
Current assets:
Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts receivable
Inventories
Other current assets
Total current assets

Debt
Revolving Credit Line – Heritage Bank

Long-term assets
Total assets
Liabilities
Total current liabilities
Capital lease obligations, less current portion
Total liabilities

$ 26,398
1,124
3,052
1,162
$ 31,736
$

4,885
$ 36,621

Stock-Based Compensation (in thousands of shares)
Options Outstanding
Restricted Stock Units (in thousands of shares)
Warrants (in thousands of shares)
May 2018 Offering

10,911,820
Interest Rate
5.5%

Maturity
Sep 28, 2021

Weighted Exercise Price
$29.51

Exercise Price
$19.32

Amount
$15.0M
Amount
137
471

Maturity
May 29, 2023

Amount
386

$ 18,803
1,466
$ 20,999
*June 22, 2020:

Total stockholders' equity

$ 15,622

Total liabilities and stockholders' equity

$ 36,621

Copyright © 2020 QuickLogic, Inc. All rights reserved.

Closed an underwritten offering of ~2.64 million shares of common stock in June and July 2020, raising net
proceeds of ~$8.1 million.

Source: Company SEC filings.
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Appendix

Non-GAAP Quarterly Income Statement (Non-GAAP)
($ in millions, except per share data)
New product revenue
Mature revenue
Total revenue

Q2'2019
$ 0.7
1.4
2.1

Q3'2019
$ 1.0
1.1
2.2

Q4'2019
$ 0.7
2.2
2.9

Q1'2020

Q2'2020

$ 0.5
1.7
2.2

$ 0.8
1.4
2.2

Gross margin %

50%

49%

66%

52%

47%

Operating expense
Research and development
Sales, general and administrative
Total operating expense

2.7
2.1
4.8

2.6
1.9
4.5

2.2
1.9
4.2

2.3
1.8
4.1

1.7
1.5
3.2

Loss from operations

($3.7)

($3.5)

($2.3)

($3.0)

($2.1)

Net loss

($3.8)

($3.5)

($2.4)

($3.1)

($2.2)

($0.54)

($0.42)

($0.29)

($0.37)

($0.26)

Basic and diluted net loss per share
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Source: Company SEC filings. Totals may not equal due to rounding.
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Non-GAAP to GAAP Reconciliation
($ in thousands, except per share data)

Q2'2019

Non-GAAP operating loss

Q3'2019

Q4'2019

Q1'2020

Q2'2020

$ (3,740)

$ (3,445)

$ (2,272)

$ (2,981)

$ (2,120)

(791)
(2)
-

(748)
-

(654)
(2)
-

398
(479)

(741)
(34)

GAAP operating loss

$ (4,533)

$ (4,193)

$ (2,928)

$ (3,062)

$ (2,895)

Non-GAAP net loss

$ (3,841)

$ (3,523)

$ (2,407)

$ (3,084)

$ (2,204)

(791)
(2)

(748)
-

(654)
(2)

398
(479)
-

(741)
(34)
-

$ (4,634)

$ (4,271)

$ (3,063)

$ (3,165)

$ (2,979)

Non-GAAP net loss per share

$ (0.54)

$ (0.42)

$ (0.29)

$ (0.37)

$ (0.26)

Adjustment for stock-based compensation
Restructuring Expenses
GAAP net loss per share

(0.11)
$ (0.65)

(0.09)
$ (0.51)

(0.08)
$ (0.37)

0.05
(0.06)
$ (0.38)

0.08
*
$ (0.35)

49.8%

48.9%

65.6%

52.2%

47.1%

(0.8%)

(0.7%)

(0.7%)

(0.5%)

(1.4%)

49.0%

48.2%

64.9%

51.7%

45.7%

Adjustments:
Stock-based compensation
FA impairment and/or write-off
Restructuring Costs

Adjustments:
Stock-based compensation
Restructuring Costs
FA impairment and/or write-off
GAAP net loss

Non-GAAP gross margin %
Adjustment for stock-based compensation
GAAP gross margin %
Copyright © 2020 QuickLogic, Inc. All rights reserved.

Source: Company SEC filings. Totals may not equal due to rounding.
* Figures were not considered for reconciliation due to the insignificant amount.
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